







PDFgear Reviews

Check out how leading tech magazines like Yahoo and Cision see PDFgear.













	


PDFgear is a cross-platform app that’s truly free with no catches like watermarks, page limits, or in-app purchases.



Read more at 9to5Mac




	


Of the free programmes I’ve tried, PDFgear has the easiest tool for this. Online tools such as Acrobat Online and ilovepdf.com can work okay, but they sometimes put the pages in the wrong order and you can’t easily select only certain pages from one file to add to another.



Anders Lu ndberg
Read more at PCWorld




	


PDFgear's AI-powered PDF editor goes beyond simple editing and managing features. By adding AI technology, you can take complete control of your documents with a few taps of your keyboard and get more done with less stress and higher precision.



Read more at AppleInsider




	


Whether you’re someone who has never worked with PDFs before or an experienced user, PDFgear and Copilot will do all the heavy lifting without you needing to even learn an interface or spend any money. There’s nothing artificial about that intelligence.



Read more at MacWorld




	


After years of searching, I’ve finally found a free, offline, no-strings-attached PDF editor — and it’s excellent. It merges, it edits, it converts, and it even signs PDF documents with mouse-drawn inking. It also has ChatGPT built-in so you can have it summarize PDF documents for you, or find the most pertinent information with a simple question.



Jon Martindale
Read more at Digitaltrends




	


The PDF software company PDFgear is rolling out a revolutionary feature for the Windows version of their hero product PDFgear Desktop, it's an AI-powered technology called PDF Chatbot that allows users to interact with PDF documents as if they were human. PDFgear is the very first PDF company that integrates AI with offline PDF software.


Read more at Yahoo Finance




	


Something I really like is the Extract Text tool. It lets you highlight any part of the page to pull out text into an easily usable text box so you can copy that content. This is great for lists and other situations where selecting PDF text is usually difficult. 


Tim Fisher
Read more at Lifewire




	


I'll use the hell out of this. Are you accepting any donations?


DefNotJasonKaplan
Read more at Reddit




	


It is the best PDF editor and alternative to Adobe PDF editor. It has very awesome features like you can add signatures to the documents. It is easy to use and integrate with my cloud documents. It gives you the ability to wipe out the documents into different parts.


I EAT PEOPLE
Read more at Product Hunt




	


Neben konkreten Antworten zum Dokumenten-Inhalt liefert die KI auf Wunsch auch eine Zusammenfassung, was Lesezeit spart. Dabei wird auch Deutsch als Ein- und Ausgabesprache unterstützt.


Read more at Heise Online




	


Lassen Sie sich nicht irritieren, dass die automatische Zusammenfassung des Dokuments in englischer Sprache stattfindet und der Chatbot Sie auch auf Englisch anspricht. Stellen Sie die Fragen ruhig auf Deutsch, dann kommen auch die Antworten in deutscher Sprache.


Michael Humpa
Read more at CHIP




	


Dem Chatbot in „PDFgear“ lassen sich vielfältige Fragen stellen. Damit ist es möglich, eine PDF-Datei schneller zu analysieren als über die herkömmliche Standardsuche mit Stichworten.


Read more at Computer Bild




	

PDFgear has made PDFs interactive by adding the PDFgear Copilot feature that serves as a chatbot and lets users chat with PDFs and easily manipulate all PDFgear functions.


jahnavisarora791
Read more at GeeksforGeeks




	

If you are looking for a 100% free PDF editor that allows users to add, delete and format text in PDF files, PDFgear is definitely worth a try.


Adnan Rehan
Read more at Geekflare




	

El único (que encontré) que me permite usar el asistente de IA de forma gratuita al analizar mis documentos


amazinggreensquirrel30980
Read more at Uptodown




	

Em primeiro, este conversor de PDF está na principal linha da frente, como um dos melhores programas para converter ficheiros PDF para outro formato informático e vice-versa.


Mário Sousa
Read more at Pplware




	

PDFgear, a free and reliable online Word to JPG online converter that is compatible with both Windows and Mac operating systems.


Noor
Read more at TechBullion




	

PDFgear is a free PDF Editor for Windows that combines light PDF editing functionality with an AI assistant that is powered by ChatGPT.


MARTIN BRINKMANN
Read more at gHacks




	

Maybe not so user-friendly as others but it does the job. No subscription needed, it's free and it's regularly updated. Perfect for me


Filou53
Read more at MacUpdate









PDFgear

Read, edit, convert, merge, and sign PDF files across devices, for completely free and without signing up.













